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The University of N•Voliongong is pleased to present a 
new quarterly magazine that aims h reflect the quality 
of life and work at this institution_ Each issue will include 
information and research articles of the kind the 
University expects will interest readers from many parts 
of the community as well as on campus, news from staff 
and students {including graduate*) about t heir work, 
cultural pursuits, leisure interests and their points of 
view, on topics of community interest. The University 
hopes this publication will contribute significantly to the 
established policy of bringing "town and gown" closer 
together. 
*The name UNITY symbolises the University of 
Wollongong's special efforts to build strong ties between 
the University and the community, 
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OUR 	  
UNI_VERSI171('S wu'hidavitrcisiutYe5of'w980'u e 
hold for the Wollongong' 
opportunities and problems that, 
of course, we do not y t know 
about; but !here. are a few that 
PR() S I3EC 
 Let me say something briefly about these: 
they are the investigation of our relationship 
can already be seen as important for us. 
with the Institute of Education; the 
completicin of our first attempt to produce a plan for development 
81 {in Chemistry, Civil Engineering, ECI.MorniCA, Ge.ology, and History} and of the General Studies activity; arid the growth of the Friends and Uniadvice, 
up till lt,l85.; the completion of a number of departmentai reviews F 	, 
The University and the institute_ 
Council has asked me to inform it about those aspects of the proposed integration of Iwo 
institutions to which it should give particular attention later in the year. t will he discussing this 
request with the Senate. University staff generally, the S.R.C., the Academic Staff Association, and 
the Unions represented on campus, before reporting back to the Council. It seems io me that the 
imps! significant matters are the legislative actions necessary if an integration is to proceed 
(concerned, for example, with the definition of the educational responsiblity of the new 
institution, the composition of its Council, and its fundings arrangements): and the definition of an 
academic siniciure which will ensure the preservation, and permit the development, of both 
"University" and "Advanced Education" activities, There are. of course, many other important 
questions: but to my mind they are all less important than the two I have mentioned, and in fact 
cannot properly be addressed until these questions are answered. It is my hope that I will be able 
to provide Council with an analysis of both by May, so that Council will be able in mid-year to 
decide in principle whether or not it wishes to see an integration. Nothing I have heard to dale 
has changed my own conviction that the two institutions should come under the control of a 
single governing body - and (his. "integration-  is the essence of the "proposal." which I made to 
Council in PererrIber 1981). 
The Planning Process. 
1981 will also see us making a decision about whether or not the planning process, begun 2 
years ago, is sufficiently valuable to continue. I will be taking to Serrate  and Council a statement of 
the specific actions which might be taken between now and 198 to strengthen our leaching 
programmes and enrolment, our research work, and our capacity for "community service"; and 
of the resources required for each, Those that are approved by Council will then inform many of 
our annual decisions in 1982 to I.98S - decisions about staffing, funding, use of administrative lime, 
public relations. I believe that all this is i va luable h  - . 1  .i.ut perhaps it i5 more valuable still to have had 
all our academic units and administrative groups "step aside" from the routine of activities and 
ask themselves "What are our goals? Are they the right goals? Are we achieving ihem effectively? 
Could we do heifer?" I doubi if any institution of higher education can survive in the years ahead 
without asking itself such questions regularly, and without making a serious attempt to find 
appropriate answers. 
Closely related are the departmental reviews, initiated by Council some time ago. Some of 
those conducted in 1981 result from the loss of a Professor from the Department: and sonic from a 
specific request from either the Department concerned or myself. I am confident that they will be 
valued by the Departments - and the University - insofar as they help to clarify the best possible 
course of development for individual disciplines within the University. But, again, we will be in a 
position by the end of the year to evaluate the entire review process and to decide whether to 
continue, modify. or abandon ilr 
...by the Vice Chancellor Professor Michael Girt 
Corr mued +ram previous p.w 
The Friends and Uniadvice. 
Later in 11)80, when the successful publication 'Way Ahead-  was launched, the I-'riends 
Company was incorporated, with a Board of Directors consisting of the Chancellor, the Deputy 
Chancellor, the Chairman of Senate and myself (as Chairman). During 1981, recruitment of 
"Friends Of the University" will occur (already in the last nom  or three weeks about 40 have joined) 
and, most importantly, tJniadvice will become active_ I see Uniadvic.e as being one of the most 
important and significant steps taken by the University. It can ensure that our research skills and 
facilities are known about, arid made use of by organisations and individuals outside the 
University; and that the University itself becomes better informed about I ipportunitie5 for using 
its resources in -community service". The response of civic leaders, and Leaders of industrial and 
commercial organisations, and of the Unions, has been extremely encouraging - I am sure that 
the University has generated a great amount of interest and goodwill with the launching of the 
Friends, and I am confident that much can be achieved through it during 1981. 
In my opening remarks, I recalled that some events occurring in 1981. and about which we 
have no definite information yet, will he very important_ Far and away the most significant of 
these will he the Government's response to the Tertiary Education Commission's recommendations 
on funding for 1982-84_ We will nut have any details about this until October 1981, and will eft 
course then need to review our aspirations and plans in the Light of the Government's decisions. 
By that time. I will no longer he Vice-Chancellor of the University; but in every sense of the word, 
I will continue to see myself as a friend of the University of Wollongong, and one who believes 
that it will go from strength to strength in the years ahead_ 
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cuts"red tape" 
The Member for Corrinial and Deputy Chancellor of the University 
of Vlionnagongi Mr- Laurie Kylly, officially Launched the operations 
of the Illawarra Regional Information Service on Monday, 24 
finvernber, 1991 
I.R.1.5_ begat] operating after more than 12 months' planning by the 
University of Wollongong, Wollongong City Council and the N.S.W. 
Departments of Youth and Community Services. and Industrial 
Development and Decentralisation. 
The OPening, held ill the University Union I lall at 2.30p.m. was attended 
by Mr. Kelly, the Vice•Chancellor.. Professor Michael Bin, Lord Mayor 
Alder Frank Arkell, State Government '.1ilinisters Mr. Don Day and 
Mr. Rex Jackson, invited guests and a large• group of potential users of the 
Service. The ()Okla! Opening was marked by the computer printing out a 
file of Regional Information_ 
Two full-time staff members will operale the Service lrom premises in 
the Social Science building at the Liiihmrsily. They are Mr. Peter Harrington 
(Research Officeri and Mr. fan Crila (Community Information Officer). 
"The primary concern of ERIS. will 1w to pnrvide the widest possible 
range of easily accessible, standardised information concerning the overall 
development and wellbeing of the Illawarra Region". Mr. Cale said. 
Substantial sources of information already exist but are not collected into 
any central information system. ERIS. hapes I4 act as a -clearing house" 
for this information. thereby making is more readily available. 
Vast a RIE)1.1111ti 01 information will be stored on the University Computer 
and I hi! SE•rvire will be prikvided twitlevels- a free advisory and support 
Service for local I'CIM[1111.111i ty information agencies and an information and 
survey Service for business and ()merriment agencies., 
Mr. Geoff Hamer_ the Secretary of the 1.R.I.S Management Board, said 
"'State Government funding fur 1.R.I.S. had been approvt,il Iasi Dec:cm-11Kr, 
and ongoing funding for I.R.E.S. will be provided by the four planning 
bodies." 
Peter Haffmgron. 
Research Officer. 
freghtl wig? lair Cole. 
Commurtiry 
Moomparion Officer. 
will provide information to assist planning. decision-making and 
the preparation of submissions by councils. Government bodies, and 
business and COM(111111111.),  organisations. II will not be a -eitizen`s advice" 
Service dealing directly with the public, but will supply material to 
agencies such as Waril]a Advice and Information Centre, Shoalhaven 
Information and Aid Centre and Wollongong Library's. Community 
information Service." 
The concept of regionalisation of Stale Government administration has 
been thoroughly examined by a Task Force set up by the Wilenski inquiry 
into the Stale Government Public Service. The Task Force submitted a 
Report to the N.S.W. Government Last February entitled -Towards 
Regionalisation. Access and Community Participation". 
In its recommendations the Task Force heartily endorsed the 
establishment of MIS. arid the proVigi011 of funding by the Stale 
Government, the University and Wollongong Council_ 
is the first computer-based Regional Information Service to be 
set up in the Mr. flamer said. 
The official .racir)CP 01 She 
Illarvarra Peponal 
informarron Servoce 
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Philosophical studies pose 
no problems at Oxford. 
By Lauchlan Chipman 
University College is one of three contenders for the title of oldest 
of twenty eight colleges whose federation constitutes the University 
of Oxford, and claims to trace its foundation to Alfred the Great in 
A.D. 872- Its present Master is Lord Goodman. a prominent English 
lawyer and patron of the arts. Professor Chipman first entered 
University College as a past-graduate student from Melbourne 
fifteen years ago and subsequently spent a year there teaching 
undergraduates. He was elected a temporary member of the 
college's Senior Common Room during his 19S0 visit 
Philosophy is now the most popular of all subjects taken by Oxford 
undergraduates. 
T his is not because of some sudden interest in the remote, the abstract, or the eternal, on the part of brighter Britons. In fact British students. even those selected for elite universities Iwhicti are elitist only on the condi' ions ol entry, and not on i he stall da rd 
of graduation] art' just as much concerned with job prospects as are their 
Australian peers_ 
Rather, it is ultimately a rouser', tence of the educational philosophy lying 
behind a number of curriculin developments in oxford. That educational 
philosophy sees training in the discipline of philosophy as having a general 
educational importance which singles it out from the other great 
humanities with which it is traditionally grouped. 
As a result philosophy is now an essential component of a number of 
"curriculum packages-  (to use un-Oxford educational jargon) which 
otherwise might be thought ol as commercial, mathematical or scientific 
(natural or social) in orientation. It is not essential to pursue philosophy 311 
depth and breadth for the full three years of the honours degree 
candidature - a pass degree from Oxford, as from some other English 
universities, is simply a certificate of attendance - although this option is 
often taken. Some proven proficiency is, however. a must. 
What is the thinking behind this? II has two aspects First, Oxford has 
always thought of the educated person as having certain qualities of mind 
as well as the differing skills and bodies of information appropriate to the 
particular disciplines mastered. Among these are the temperament and 
rapacity lor rigorous thinking:. the ability to derive fully and clearly the 
implications of any proposition under consideration, and to formulate and 
evaluate arguments pro and contra, Such qualities of mind are of value to 
the educated person whatever the field of study, whatever the ultimate 
career, and whatever the eventual direction of his or her personal life. 
Philosophical training is not a unique source of such qualities nor is ii 
inevitably effective, Nonetheless it is a good source. 
Second, and more important, every discipline raises questions which 
cannot be answered using the methods of that discipline. Bertrand Russell 
once said that if every question which could be solved by observation and 
experiment were answered, philosophy would be all of the questions left 
over_ Psychology and physiology cannot tell you whether there is more to 
the mind than the brain and central nervous system, or whether humans 
have free will. Yet they raise the-se questions. Mathematics cannot tell you 
whether there is a sense in which numbers exist, yet it raises that question. 
Politics and economics may tell you much about how society works, but 
can tell you nothing about what society should he like. That is a 
phi It Fsophica I question. 
Thus Oxiord has developed such packages as "Philosophy, Psychology, 
and Physiology" (PPP), "Philosophy, Physics, and Mathematics" (PPS)) and, 
the most popular of all, especially among students who aspire to 
administrative careers in the Civil service or private management, 
- Philosophy, Politics, and Economics' (PPE). 
In Oxford the view is common that what distinguishes a university 
degree from a similar qualification from a Polytechnic or what we would 
call a College of Advanced Education or lnstilute of Technology, is that the 
University graduate has the power and the will at least comprehend the 
philosophical questions which arise from the study of society, humanity, 
nature, mathematics, or whatever, and at best to advance them a little 
further. Oxford sees its graduates as going on to try and give sense and  
direction to business, society, and inquiry, through the exercise of skills 
which are in part philosophical. Should we aim at anything less? 
The resolutions which govern the requirements for the degree of 
Bachelor of Arts from the University of Wollongong are among Australia's 
most liberal and permit a number of the combinations encouraged at 
Oxford. Morever the Department of Philosophy is presently attempting to 
develop joint honours combinations to be pursued to honours level - a level 
obtainable only from universities and which all of today's students should 
attempt to reach, especially given the low levels required for pass Arts 
degrees at many universities, including Oxford and Cambridge where the 
standards are much lower than at Wollongong. 
Students who complete a structured vocationally oriented course may 
still add that philosophical dimension so valued by Oxford by undertaking 
the Graduate Diploma in Philosophy, unique to the University of 
Wollongong, part-time while professional employment. 
Thus despite, or perhaps because of, Wollongong's newness and relative 
smallness, we may achieve in our graduates many of the educational 
objectives held dear in one of the world's greatest universities. 
Logic Lane, knkrng Linoverstty College with Oxford's High Street. an apt 
name given the number of ofidosophy students. 
Page b 
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Oxford's New Bodleian Library on the telt. which houses Oxls.)rci's 
major ohfiosophy cofiecroon. and the Kong's Arms pub on the right. 
within easy each of the students. 
	
Lauchian Chipman, Professor of Phil° 	University of 
Wollongong. and a wsitor to University ge Oxford for 
Michaeimas Term 7980, on an Outside Studies Programme 
approved by the University of Wollongong Courici?. 
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Prospects for the'80's 
A detailed study of employment prospects for men and women in 
the Wollongong district in the 1980s predkts an increase in jobs in 
the coal mining industry but little job growth in other major 
industries, 
The study. entitled "The Impact of Technical Change oil Employment in 
Wollongong in the 1980s", is being carried out by Ms. Romaine Rutnam. 
assisted by Professor Run Johnston, in the Department of History and 
Philosophy of Science. 
Inforrtkation has so far been gathered from four major industries in the 
area - the steel industry, coal mining, OW Government sector and the 
finance industry Ithe latter being chosen less for its size than for the fad 
that is has provided jobs fur women in the past in a region where jobs for 
women have been continuous!). scarce). 
Findings so tar have shown; 
Some increase of jobs in the coal mining industry. However, due to the 
increasing use of new technology in the form of longwall mining, only 
one extra job per crew would be required to increase production 
threefold. 
No increase in jobs predicted in the steel industry although production 
is expected to increase. 
A slight decline in jobs in the banking and insurance sectors with fewer 
job opportunities for young people especially. 
A promise of more jobs trim the Government in connection with 
electrification of the railway tine, the building al the coal loader, a new 
hospital and technical college, but probable cuts in expenditure in other 
Government areas leading to fewer job opportunities 
Ms. Rutnam said the research work had involved interviewing 
employers and union officals- reading extensively of published material 
from industry and the financial press and a full examination of the 
occupation patterns of the Wollongong population taken from the last 
three censuses conducted by the Australian Bureau of Statistics. 
She said she expected an interim report on the project to be ready by 
February. The report would give an overview of technological change and 
how it was affecting employment and then concentrate on the specific 
changes affecting the four industry sectors examined thus far. 
"There is a definite picture of the luture emerging and we feel as much 
information as possible should be made available to the public," MS, 
Rutnarn said, 
"The general effect of the new technology seems to be that fewer people 
are needed to carry out more work and even in dramatically expanding 
ROMaorie Rofnarr  
areas such as the coal mining industry this means more jobs but fewer than 
there might have keen, 
"The new technology will also required different skills of the population. 
As machines replace unskilled jobs, pruportionately more people will need 
technical skills to service them. and to interact with machine-produced 
information, 
"White collar workers will have an employment problem - Wollongong is 
just too close to Sydney. This will eqx-icially affect the finance sector, 
bringing a decline in the local activities in the fields of banking, insurance 
companies, building societies and similar groups. 
"And there has been some evidence of the disproportionate effect the 
new technology is having on the lower-skilled routine office jobs mainly 
performed by women. With this change there appears 11,1 have been a 
revival of traditional prejudices that women. because of their child-bearing 
role, are not worth training for the career jobs that remain in the area of 
processing. analysing and acting on the increasing amounts of information 
readily provided by the new systems arid machines." 
Ms. Rutnam said the next areas of study would he the wholesale: retail 
trade and the clothing industry, as well as the soda' 'mplicaiinris of 
changes in employment patterns in the region. 
Questions under consideration would include the social ptfects of rising 
unemployment in the long term, and problems associated with retraining 
and changes in occupation. 
ti N IE 	I' I. C.) M IE N 	 
Sharing the burden 
The Reserve Bank of Australia has approved a grant of $4,500 towards a research project on the problems of unemployment in Australia 
being undertaken by member of the Department of Economics. Mr, John Steinke. 
Attempt to develop measures of labour force magnitudes based upon 
effective rather than nominal supply and demand. The effective supply 
of and demand for labour were flow variables while nominal supply 
arid demand were stock variables. Thus, the effective supply of labour 
might (for example) he measured by the number of hours of work which 
members of the labour force were willing to supply in a given week. 
while the nominal supply was the number of people who either had or 
were seeking jobs during that week, 
Look for trends which may have particular impact upon the effective 
supply of labour, such as: increasing incidence and popularity of part. 
time work; changes in willingness or desire to work overtime; changes 
in length of long service and annual leave; changes in length and 
utilisation of sick leave; changes in availability and use of leave without 
pay; increased incidence of early reitirement; changes in the duration, 
timing and form of education; and changes in labour force participation 
rates. 
3. Examine the implications of these trends with regard to the effective 
supply of labour, and its rate of growth. 
4. Examine the possibility of achieving a better match between the 
effective supply of labour and demand for labour through 
governmental action to foster or retard the various trends. 
I n allocating the funds the Reserve Bank said it now seemed appropriate to give closer consideration to the possibility ul more equitably distributing the burden of unemployment, and possibly reducing its level, by concentrating on the supply rather than the 
demand side of the labour market. 
In the past maintenance of full employment had been achieved primarily 
through concentration on the demand side of the labour market. 
Maintenance of a high rate of economic growth was particularly important 
as a means of ensuring a high demand for labour, Since 1974 however, 
Australia, like many other nations had been unable to achieve a growth 
rate consistent with maintenance of full employment, 
Unemployment was now of such magnitude that it would be necessary to 
maintain very high growth rates for quite a number ot years to reduce it to 
its pre-1974 levels_ Current indications suggested Australia was unlikely to 
attain such growth rates in the immediate hrture. Moreover, the incidence 
of unemployment was particularly high among some sections of the 
population, resulting in an unequal sharing of the social burden. 
Concentrating on the supply side of the labour market would be 
facilitated by utilising flow rather than stock variables to measure labour 
force magnitudes. Accordingly, the project would: 
z . 
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A year of expansion 
Staff and students at the University of Wollongong Can look forward 
tit a bright new year of activities and Ner•ice at the University Union, 
acrowdi ng to the newly arrived Secretary/ Manager Mr. Geoff William& 
64W . 
early in 
Cenire of the University's siptial and cultural life.-  Geoff said_ 
4' he Insoking at ways of expandiag Union services 
the new year and the anti IS to make the Union the 
(wolf accrual Irian England in l)ecemlber last year tau lake up his 
a ppoira inure with the I. .1  n taking I he place 4 41 Mrs. Susan  StleVellm to. 
and he has lirouebt a wealth of experience and enthusiasm with him. 
Boni in London, Geoff did undergraduate studies at the University of 
Sussex and graduated with Hillary Honours tie completed a teacher 
training course and taught for a year before deciding to pursue an 
administrative career. His appointments since then include Assistant Union 
Manager trespoinsible for the Sports Union Alsociationl RI the University of 
Aston. Birmingham; Union Manager al Edge Hill College of Higher 
Education outside Liverpool; Chief Administrative Officer at Barnfiekt 
Technical College, Luton and now, Secretary/Manager at Wollongong_ 
Geoff said he had been delighted to discover the position at Wollongong 
when it had been advertised in England 
"It was exactly what I wanted and I had already heard a great deal about 
Australia and had been thinking of a way to travel here," he said. 
A keen traveller, Geoff had already spent a year travelling overland in 
India with his wife, Janet, and had worked on a Kibbutz in Israel before 
returning to England. 
"So far Australia has lived up to our best expectations and the relaxed 
life-slvle is extremely enjoyable" Geoff observed. "However I'm really 
harking forward to my job here developing into something demanding 
especially as in England I was used to 30 or 40 people a day in and out of 
my office-. 
Geoff said that was one Male characteristics of his approach to his work 
here that he wanted to emphasise - his availability to all corners with their 
very welcome ideas for Union activities and/or problems. 
"A part of our long range plan is to make the Union as attractive as 
possible for non-committed people as well as those already in the swing of 
things,-  he said 
"With this idea we will be looking al a greater variety of cultural and 
spoon ig activities, exii•nclect opening hours at the bar and restaurant and 
regular events iii week nights." 
Geoff said the main difficulties in connection with this University - the 
fact that it was non-residential and had a high proportion of part-timers -
were not insurmountable. 
"The potential here is excellent and I would particularly like 10 see the 
Union Hall used bar• a greater variety of cultural activities such as perhaps 
theatre in the TOLLIKI, visiting dance groups and of course, the successful 
film nights.-  
Des Jarniezon 
Chairperann of the 1.;111011 Board 
of Management, Mr. Jim Black and 
Deputy rhairperaon, Mr, Des 
Jamieson are in complete accord 
with Geoff Williams about having 
things humming around the Union 
in 1981. 
jem 
Jim has been on the hoard for three years and has taken the chair lor 
the hest time. He cs concerned that students are offered the best facilities 
available and also sees the Union as a 'hall-way house' between the 
University and the community. 
"WV-re looking at slow, but steady changes and I believe harmony: Is the 
keynote for poigness tit Union activities Jim said. 
With a student majority on the board for the first time in one and a hall 
years, Jim sees his role basically as that of creating harmony On the biiard 
and concentrating the board's energies on improving the image of the 
Union. He said one short term project he had in mind was having the 
Union contribute more to the activities of Orientation Week in 19I I and 
'making the new students feel more at home,,,' 
Drs would also like to see more activities for students and is concerned 
mainly with clubs and societies. The latter he feels offer a rather restricted 
range of activities and he intends to encourage functions that attract a 
wider range of people. 
'I would like to see more activities at the weekends, more outsiders 
attracted in and more experimentation with the types of functions offered,' 
he said. 
New Secretary/Manager 
of the University of 
Wollongong Union, 
Geoff Williams 
ir.iVr •r 
Leif to right: Lecturer Dr. Geoff SAE 
Lecturer Dr Jemeter Jones, Professor 
Professional Of trCerMrs.Rie Natal 
Dore MCGaven, Research 
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  In pursuit of 
"a complete 
and generous 
education" 
'I call therefore a complete and generous 
education that which fits a man to perform justly, 
skilfully and magnanimously all the offices both 
private and public of peace and ware." - John Milton 
1608.1674. 
A modern day exponent of John Milton's ideal of "a 
complete and generous education" could he the 
University of Wollongong'e Professor Ron King when he 
says that "done well. education is a way of striking a 
balance between the individual's need for development, 
freedom and capacity to do the things ha wants to do, 
and enciety's need to maintain sufficient social control 
and capacity to guarantee the continuance and growth of 
entire communities...." 
p
roiessor and Chairman of the Department of Education at the 
University since 1975, Professor King has definite ideas about the 
responsibilities of an education system in a community - and 
about the role of no Education Department within a university. 
"Many people demand much more of a formal education system than it 
earl possibly give," Professor King said, when asked for his views on the 
present system. 
"And many who claim that formal educatimi should be capable of 
providing virtually everything for individual learning and development are 
the first and loudest to complain when too many controls emerge during 
attempts to do just that." 
Professor King said formal education systems in a democratic nation 
such as Australia ought to attempt only so much and no more, They should 
(1) provide equal educational opportunities for intellectual and the 
development of skills and technical knowledge, and (2) help people to 
develop strategies for mental and physical wellbeing through which they 
can cope personally in a complex society. 
"There are other features of society, but which he outside the control of 
lormal education systems, that determine the extent to which any given 
individual can make use of 'equal opportunities.' Formal education could 
do more, but it is not entirely fair to blame the formal systems when 
different individuals eventually finish up with different capacities to make 
use of opportunities," he said_ 
"Indeed, there is a danger that mediocrity will reign supreme it formal 
education systems confuse the democratic notion of equal opportunity in 
education with the more totalitarian notion of an identical educational diet 
for all." 
Another danger in formal education systems, is that sheer size and 
organisational complexity can cause a disturbing level of displacement of 
primary goals. For example,  in many schools and some tertiary institutions 
more importance seems to he placed on organisation for administrative 
convenience rather than for the creation of art adequate learning 
environment, 
Asked for his views on education as a psychologist (Professor King 
worked as a psychologist with the State Department ol Education in Victoria 
for nine years) he said he felt it was essential to develop better understanding 
and use of the principles of learning both from the point of view of the 
individual and in respect of environmental influences. 'the three main 
problems he saw here were (1) that much well-researched material was not 
adequately translated and transposed into practical application for teachers, 
(2) that a great deal of "conventional wisdom" which had become part of 
the belief system of many teachers over the years was not based on 
established conclusions, and (3) that in the field of psychology, many vital 
educational issues were inadequately explored or were simply ignored, 
As a result the learning environment of the school tended to be the 
product in many ways, of recycled theory and practice. 
On the subject of exceptionality, Professor King felt it was desirable, 
wherever possible, that the widest possible mixture ol people and 
characteristics be represented in the formal education system, and 
especially, in the normal school. 
At the same time, some special environments would be needed; 
although these should still provide some "normal" experiences so that 
special individuals at whatever level, could learn to cope with the world 
around them. 
"Whatever the kind of educational institution, however, we must aim for 
coherent curricula and must beware ol making so much use of the 
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rgforr, Tutor Mrs. Nara SOurtralf_ 
n King , Secretary Mrs Mary Black. 
ho, Reader Or . Phil Ce I acey, 
si5tant to Professor King 
fashionable approach in choosing subjects that personal and intellectual 
development, which can be assisted by persistent, and time-consuming 
attention to at least one area studied ire depth, is seriously threatened." 
Professor King said_ 
At the University olliongung, the place of Education as an area of 
study could be developed along new and interesting lines if there was an 
effective amalgamation between the University and the Institute of 
Education. 
Professor King said the structure of the Department could change with 
amalgamation and joint resources could be rationalised to provide better 
teaching and research opportunities. 
At present the Department runs several programs in leaching education 
and looks forward to developing a more effective research capability 
which now relies on individuals in the department who already have 
gained substantial research grants to pursue their own interests. 
Professor King has Bachelor of Commerce and Bachelor of Education 
degrees from the University of Melbourne and a PhD from Monash 
University, He is a Fellow of the Australian Psychological Society and is 
President of that Society for 1980-81, 
Rehire wining to the University ol Woliongsmg in 1975 he taught at high 
schuol levet. worked as a psychologist with the Victorian Department ol 
Education, and as a Consulting Psychologist with several large 
organisations. He came to Wollongong as Foundation Professor from his 
previous position as Senior Lecturer at Monash. In 1979 he was a Visitor to 
Cambridge University. 
Professor Kings' research interests focus on Learning (how it occurs, 
environmental influences and expectations, management of change in 
industrial and educationat organisation, and psychological concomitants ul 
immigration), and on development of research methodologies in the social 
sciences. 
Courses currently offered by the Department include Learning the 
individual and institutions; Educational Psychology; Educational Sociology; 
Philosophy in Education; Educational Research and Measurement and 
Atypical Children; Sociology of Education; History of Education; Principles 
of Curriculum Theory; Cross-Cultural Development and Education; a 
graduate Diploma in Education. 
The Diploma is a program of graduate study which may be pursued over 
one year lull time, or Iwo years part time, in a program designed to 
provide professional preparation for graduates, of this or another 
approved university. who wish to become teachers. It also serves as an 
intrieluct4ir iir crin tI1111111 g inquiry for graduate students into education as 
iii icarienlic 
Dr. Philip de Lacey, Reader, had a head start on developing some 
clear-sighted views on education - he began as an oplunwtrist in 
New Zealand and originally came to Australia to prepare for 
teaching optometry in N.Z, universities. 
He smelled for his Bachelor of Science iphysiolog ica I optics, levee at 1 he 
University of New South Wales, while part-time demonstrating in zoology 
al the University of Sydney Returning tai New Zealand, he completed a 
Bachelor of Arts degree at the Rniversity of Auckland_ 
In 1964 he graduated with majors hi Psychology and Education and in 
1966 studied for his Master of Arts degree also at Auckland. Coming back 
to Australia in 1566. Dr. de Lacey took up a lectureship at the University of 
New England, where he completed his Ph.D. Meanwhile, he became a 
lecturer in the Wollongong University College in 1969, and a senior 
lecturer the iiillowirig year. His doctoral studies {the thesis was "Milieu, 
Race and Classificatory ability in Australia") took him to north-eastern 
Queensiatul. the Centre. the Northern Territory, and South Australia. 
The Department of Education at the University of Wollongong had been 
set up before Dr. de Lacey's arrival lit had a staff of onef by request from 
the State Education Department of provide a Diploma in Education for 
teachers. 
Since 1969 Dr. de Lacey has travelled to and taught in a number of 
universities including the University of Georgia (1972-3) where he taught 
and researched in psychoksgy and in experimental methods in boosting 
children's mental development in lower income areas; Queen's University, 
Ontario where he taught in the Department of Psychology (1973); and the 
Fast-West Centre, Honolulu, where he did teaching and research in 
intercultural studies as related to education. He has also visited a number 
of institutes as guest lecturer on international research projects in Canada, 
the United States and Africa. Next year while on study leave for the second 
half of the year he will visit the University of Calgary. Alberta and the 
university of Saskatoon, Canada, to take part in intercultural projects and 
teacher training projects for North American Indian students. 
Dr. de Lacey has been involved in research connected with the 
development of children's minds from less-advantaged origins. He is the 
director and consultant of the education projects at special pee-schools at 
Bourke and Weipa where he has used some of his early intervention 
programs. Some of these ideas are already spreading further afield, 
including tin Wollongong. 
Studies of the vocational aspirations of Wollongong High School pupils 
has been another research area and Dr. de Lacey is also kept busy with 
five M.A. and PhD_ students working on intercultural perspectives of 
children's development and education. 
His most recent book, "Mosaic or melting pot: cultural evolution in 
Australia,-  which was produced at the beginning of the year, bass been 
adopted as a text by a number of universities and colleges. 
Dr. de Lacey is married with two sorts_ lit his leisure time he enjoys 
playing squash. tennis and going camping. 
As an educationist, Senior Lecturer Dr. Tony Fielding has (among 
many) two firm beliefs - one is that the family unit is of central 
importance to society and the other is that travel is one of the best 
forms of education. 
"By travel I mean of course the process of travelling and living in 
different countries for significant lengths Of i137117.-  he said. 
Dr. Fielding believes that one of the ways to improve the standard ol 
education in any community is to provide more community and family 
education facilities which would do more to help young people manage 
their own families. 
He began his career as a teacher of science after training at the Sydney 
Teachers College. He later began undergraduate studies at the University 
of Wollongong (then still a University College) as a part-lime student while 
teaching at Berkeley High School where he became science master. 
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In 1970 he travelled to the State University of New York at Buffalo where 
he studied for his Master of Education degree and in 1973 he sad his 
doctorate at the same University. Dr. Fielding's doctoral thesis was a study 
of the human personality within the framework of the "open systems" 
theory which holds that every human being has the potential to develop a 
personality equivalent to a fully functioning open system. In this context, 
an open system is one in which a life is being lived on a constantly creating 
and creative level. 
Between 1968 and 1971 Dr. Fielding was also teaching at secondary 
school in Ontario. From 1972 to 1971 he was Assistant Professor of 
Education at Bruck University, Ontario, asnd then in 1971-5 he was invited 
to become Visiting Lecturer hack at the State University of New York at 
Buffalo. In June 197S he joined the University of Wollongong and was 
"very keen to return to this district". 
Dr. Fielding is married his wife is a teacherlibrarian) and has three 
daughters, two still at school and one studying her fourth year of Medicine 
at the University of Sydney.  
His present research interest is two fold: Firstly, he is involved in a joint 
research project with Dr. Peter Burton (Chemistry Department) and 
research assistant Mr. Larry Brigden to develop a system of Computer 
Assisted Instruction for first year chemistry students; secondly, Dr. Fielding 
is examining the origins of knowledge in the School curriculum, thereasons 
for the priorities arid the prestige attached to some subjects over others. 
In this funded research project he is working with Dr. Darol Cavanagh. 
Dr. Fielding has co-authored six school text books and was chief editor of a 
book entitled "Teacher Training: Anti-Climax to Education" published in 
1971 by the University of Wollongong and consisting of articles by 
University staff on leacher training. 
His main interest (one which most school children would undoubtedly 
share) is in education as a social phenomenon, looking at the reasons for 
institutionalising people in schools and the elfect this has on young purple. 
Lecturer Dr. Darol Cavanagh has had a broad education In "life" 
plenty of scope for research in the field of education, 
He comes to the task of teaching and research in education having been 
a bus conductor. concretes. builders' labourer, railway ticket collector, 
refrigeration mechanic's apprentice, roof tiler and, finally, teacher at 
secondary school. 
Before embarking on this search for a vocation, he attended at least 3 
primary schools and an unknown number of secondary schools including 
some private and demonstration schools. 
So Dr. Cavanagh feels that he has developed some quite useful insight 
into the problems that can face a school child and, accordingly, he has 
concerned himself with the study of the intellectual, social and emotional 
growth patterns of "Middle school" age children. Although the "middle 
school" is a concept that has not been used by the state Education system. 
Dr. Cavanagh believes there are sound reasons for looking at the 11-15 age 
group as having its own special characteristics. 
Dr. Cavanagh has a Bachelor of Arts Degree from the University of New 
South Wales, his Master of Education degree from the University of Sydney 
and his Doctor of Education from the Slate University of New York al 
Buffalo. 
He has been involved in innovative leacher development projects at 
Sydney and Macquarie Universities, has lectured in accountancy at the 
Niagara Community College of Applied Arts and Technology, Canada, 
taught educational psychology at the Slate University of New York at 
Buffalo_ lie joined the staff of the University of Wollongong in 1976. 
Dr, Cavanagh has a wife and four children whom he regards as an -ideal 
educational unit for study-  in that they keel] him fully aware of how the 
present education system rates, 
Lecturer Dr. Jennifer Jones has been in London on study leave 
during 1979 and 1980, returning early this year with her doctorate 
!ram the London School of Economics. 
She has a Bachelor of Education degree from the University of 
Queensland and an M.A. from the University of British Columbia, 
Dr. Jones has taught both in Australia and overseas, She joined the staff 
of the University of Wollongong in 1973. 
Since working on her ductoratethesis. entitled "Role Perceptions of 
Secondary School Teachers in Urban Comprehensive Schools", [sr. seines 
has become even more convinced of the necessity for educationists to 
"stay in touch with the realities of leaching in the classroom". 
She said she went back to the classroom while researching her thesis and 
found it a most enlightening experience, especially when she ran into the 
difficulties that can face a relief leacher in a London school. 
A sociologist as well as an educator, Dr. Jones believes that good 
teaching depends as much on communication and personality as the skill 
learned from educators. 
-All the educator can do is draw attention to the concepts of teaching, 
then it's over to the leachers to find the best personal approach they can" 
Dr. Jones' other major research interest is the discrimination or 
academic women in Australian universities. She is also involved in the 
WOJOE'll in Society course being run by the General Studies department. 
Spare limp pursuits include playing tennis and going to the theatre, 
opera and ballet. 
Lecturer Dr. Geoff Sherington finds that, as a social historian, he has 
plenty of scope for research in the field of education. His main interest 
lone which moo school children would undoubtedly share) is in education 
as a social phenomenon, looking at the reasons for institutionalising people 
in sc hails and the effect this has had on young peuple. 
He feels that the study of the history of education can yield valuable 
insights into society as a whole and the structures within the community_ 
His courses raise such questions as the fact that children and young people 
have had little choice in the type of education they receive and the 
conditions under which they receive it: that young people are grouped 
according to age rather than interests and abilities: that there is still a great 
deal of controversy about school-leaving ages; and that the notions of 
"normal" and "abnormal"' are well-entrenched into society though no one 
can be really clear (313 what these mean. especially in connection with child 
development. 
Dr, Sherington has a Bachelor of Arts (Honours) degree from the 
University of Sydney. a Master's degree Isom the University 43f N_S.W_ and 
a Ph,D. from McMaster University, Canada, 
He has taught in the University of New South Wales, McMaster University 
and the University of Sydney. He joined the staff of the University of 
Wollongong in 1978. 
Dr. Sherington has published a number of articles in Australian and 
English educational journals_ Publishers George Allen & Unwin wilt soon 
release his hook "Australia's Immigrants 1978-1978". Later this year his 
study of "English Education, Soria! Change and War, 1911-1920" will he 
published by Manchester University Press. 
He is currently involved with Dr, Mitchell of the History Department in a 
major research project. funded by ERDC, which is entitled "Growing Up in 
the Illawarra". This will be an examination of the specific nature of this 
region and what it was like to spend childhood and youth here during the 
past two centuries. 
Dr. Sherington is married with one son. His wife is a biochemist and has 
been involved in research projects when the family was in Canada. She is 
currently enrolled all the University of Wollongong for a Bachelor of Arts 
degree studying History and Philosophy of Science and Politics. 
Tutor Mrs Irene (Nina) Southall has also been away during 1980, 
accompanying her husband Professor Ray Southall (English 
Department} on sabbatical leave. 
Mrs Southall has a Bachelor of Arts degree from Keck University. a 
Master's degree from The Hague and a Diploma oi Education from the 
University of New South Wales !Wollongong University Cullegej. 
Shr has taught in primary schools. secondary schools and at tertiary 
level. 
Mrs Southall joined the !staff 01 the University of Wollongong rn Itl7S and 
is extensively involved in tutoring at all levels in the Lineation 
Depa Pi ment 
Professional Officer Mrs Rie rintalenko has, among other duties, 
the formidable task of co-ordinating, communicating with and 
generally keeping happy, 57 pawl time members of staff of the 
Department. 
Ric did her undergraduate similes at the University of Wollongong 
graduating with honours in English and continued on to study for her MA 
and Diploma of Education. She joined the staff of the Department in I 97n. 
As well as looking alter the part-lime staff. mostly teachers brought at to 
teach on various aspects of education, working nn her M.A. thesis and 
skiing some part-time tutoring. Rie includes administrative tasks (scch as 
timetable organisation. pays, looking after the departmental library, 
preparing audio-visual equipment and giving a sympathetic ear to staff and 
students with problems) on her list of duties. 
Fortunately, she thoroughly enjoys the daily contact with people her 
work gives her and is making headway with her M.A. thesis which she 
hopes to have ready for submission in NMI I. The thesis is a discussion of a 
model of teacher development at a prufessional level. 
In her leisure time Rie likes to write science fiction (she has sonic• 
published) and believes writing is 011C. activity that is worth doing simply 
for as own sake. She also likes to read, play guitar sometimes, and ponder 
occasionally tin her childhood when she was "born in the shadow of 
NottingharriCastle and played around the statue of Robin Hood. ." 
Debbie McCiavin is working as Research Assistant to Professor King, on 
a project which la attempting to integrate various aspects of learning 
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SF:MMARS. SYMPOSIA 
Details of the following him-m.43re availahLf• from the Development 
& Planning Office lext„ 91 5 
NATIONAL ENERGY CONFERENCE. Sydney, May 2 - P8, 1981" 
NATIONAL ICL COMPUTER USERS CONFERENCE, Hobart, October 
2111- 24, 1981. Papers invited. 
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON TEXT PROCESSING, Fribourg, 
Switzerland, September 13 - 16, 1981_ Details can be obtained by writing to 
Huth Luthi, Department ot F'sychology, University of Fribourg. H rue St 
Michel, 171111 Fribourg. _Switzerland. 
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, AWARDS, GRANTS 
Details of the following hems are available from the Student 
Enquiry Offke, Ground Floor, Administration Building, 
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT LABORATORIES, Visiting Fellowships. 
UNIVERSITY OF STOCKHOLM, Graduate Social Science Studies. 
DEPT. OF TECHNICAL & FURTHER EDUCATION. Teachers Course in 
School of SccrelarialStudies at Newcastle Technical College. 
QUEENSLAND AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, Graduate Diploma in Food 
Technology - Packaging. 
POSI•ION vAcA NT 
Details are available. from the E>evelopment and Planning Office on 
vacant positions with thc fallowing organizations: 
*Aboriginal Sacred Sites Protection Authurity, Northern Territory 
*University of the South Pacific, Fiji 
*Teaching I-Inglish in Indonesia 
•0ther ALISI.M.114111 
RESEARCH FUNDS 
The Development and Planning Office regularly receives 
information from rinearch-granting arganizal ions.. Applications are 
currently being invited from 
NATIONAL HEALTH & MEDICAL RESEARCH COUNCIL Research 
Projects Grants 198 1. (March 13, 19811 
OVERSEAS LECII1JR1NiG 
Occasionally 411413001.1111111CS are Firmed in the attention of Australia 
overseas dipluthatic arid Ci.PrISUlar 1)43StS. for Australian academic stall 
visiting overseas to give lectures and Selnirlars. A small hoomariurn may 
be offered, and often accommodation, in return for a modest program of 
lecturing, Enquiries should be directed to the Auslratian post in the country 
you are to visit (see Commonwealth Government Directory in The 
Registrar's Office) advising (i) dates of visit (21 contact address in Australia 
and country to be visited (3) yOUT special  field .r4 owes'. 
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Williamson play begins 
'81 season 
A ustralian playwright David Williamson will put Theatre South back on the boards for the company's first production for 1981, with his hit play, Travelling North. I he play, Williamson's ninth, has been hailed as a complete 
departure tram his usual style, using new techiques, new clialkliges and 
exploring new ground white at the same time retaining a biting, Australian 
Ilavour. 
The theme fill the play centres around autumnal love and approaching 
death, telling the story of Frances, a woman in her fifties, and Frank, an 
active, virile seventy-year-old to begin with anyway...)asthey decide to set 
up house together. The relationship between Frances and her two 
daughters is explored as well as the problems surrounding "late life" love 
relatkinships. 
The structure of the play is also a departure for Williamson who usually 
confined his stories to a short time span in few scenes. In Travelling North 
{described when it opened in 1979 as "a film script put on stage" the action 
takes place over a period of three years using 37 brief scenes to flit the 
audience back and forth between bleak, grey Melbourne and bright, sunny 
Queensland. 
Comedy and realism are blended with Williamson's usual attention to 
detail in which area he has been likened to Chekhov, 
Theatre South will be bringing actor Brian Blain to Irliollongong to lake 
the male lead and Faye Davis will play Frances. The play will be directed 
by Gordon Sheik. 
The 411N...fling, on 12th March, at the Technical College theatre, will mark 
the beginning of Theatre South's first full time season in Wollongong_ Last 
year Wollongong audiences saw the company for the first time with its 
production of "the Con Man", an adaptation at the French play "Tartuffe", 
by Moliere 
Theatre South is the fllawarra Region's first prolessional theatre 
company. If you would like to become a member or receive more 
information about the company and the 19t11 season which begins in 
March, please fill in this coupon and posl to Theatre South, The University 
of Wollongong, English Department, P.O. ♦ OX 1144. Wollongong. 
Name 	  
Address 
4 
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Brian Slams 
Ctes Davis- Artistic Director,  Thearrp South 
Gordon Stieek. Director ' Travelling North- 
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Armidale 
A Cathedral City of Educator and theArts 
Tony Barker 
G 11 A D. N 	S 
A Guest in New Guinea... 
A graduate of the University of Wollongong, Dr. „Jim GIIVSI, has 
been appointed Principal Economist, Research and Policy Branvh, 
in the National Planning Office of the Government cif Papua-New 
Guinea. 
DI. cialL'M 	awarded his Ph.D In Economics last year for has research 
on Income Distribution Employment and Economic Growth Lewd 4111 
the economy of Fiji After completion 01 his first degree (B.Coin.tions.i. tic 
had been Srantrd a Commonwealth Scholarship for the purpose of 
undertaking this rtSCAF4.+11. AS a sraduale student he was under the 
supervision of Dr. S_ Ali a iid PrillfP5S4 FT K.A. Blakey r t his supervisors say 
the iniTiative for his rescarch. was ins own, and ihf course of its 
flevelOpMeni was determined indepenthintly by Dr. Cities]. 
This research involved periods in Fiji, and a_sy.orialion with the warts of 
international development agencies tEl the Pacific. Dr. Guest's findings 
interested the International Labour Office (Geneva) in connection wilh its 
11.11trorld Employment Programme. The Department of EU01111.(111C'S 
(Wollongong) has bee advised that k he IL() wishes to use the results it{ 111x 
work in operations they are setting up in a number of developing ri.lUntrics 
in The Parilic. 
Ecorrom its GraCIAre. 
Dr. Jim Guest race '.s op 
rropottent post 
F'ar,lua-New 
[Sr. Guest a tlentled Fairy Meadow Primary School and Wollongong High 
School. Ile i5 ii ureuil,er al a pioneering family: in the l851)s his grandfather ,  
a Yorkshire miner, took up a land grant in Fairy Meadow and for the next 
half-century the family larmed this land, part of which is now Guest ?ark. 
The next generation. including Dr. Guest's lather. Mr. F. W. Guest.. have 
been well•known businessmen in Wollongong. 
ARM! I) A I. I: 
A"double first" 
The Armicla lc [ -ilk' rouncil is the spiinsor ill the book. - Armida It _ il CiithedraL City cut kciuralion arid the Arts", and Cassell Ainirrario hitt. putilishi.r. 
The hard mover book which measures 290 mm x 21 5r11111. pronioleN 
Armidale and distriet in 74 i)ages, 30,()Dli words of text and Pik] ph otgraphs 
(16 in colour). sonn: of which arc: histiirical Mud siirne contemporary. 
Mr. Barker said the idea for the book had come to him alter he had 
realised there was nothing written album the city Thal one could sent to 
outsiders 
have searched the cirw not long after f arrived in May 1914 hoping to 
find a comprehensive publication about Arinidale to send to my family 
and leiettds and was surpised when 1 coukt find nothing. -  tie said. 
Mr. Barker had may {l to Arrnidale to take up an appointment as 
Inioronalion Officer al 1.11w University of New England. 
Ile said his book was written largely to promote the Arinidale ihstriri 
and was not alt official history. 
It is a 'coffee table.-  hook which will make an ideal general reference 
work about the city alit district." 
FIFFM(Ir Informalion 
Officer al the 
University of 
Wollongong. Mr. Tony 
Barker scored a 
"double first" - he 
has written and had 
published his first 
book which is the 
first account of the 
City of Arniidale in 
northern Nev. Smith 
Wales. 
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Experts to view staffing 
The Australian Vice,Chancellors' Committee has ustahlished a 
Working Party no Staff Development following discussions on a 
recommendation of the recent Williams fommiliee's  Report. 
The recommendation ivas. "iliac the Australian Vice,Chancellors' 
Committee appoint an expert Wil.rkini4 Party lo h3rmulate programmes for 
stall in the theory and practice of teaching, curriculum development and 
examininq and then later consider whether satistaclory participation in 
surh progrartunes Sh.EILLIEI become a normal condition of tenured 
ap1]c1i1111111Erit.-  
1'he Working Party consists of Professor R. C Wilson, Vice-Chancellor, 
University of Queensland (Convener): Dr. R. A. Ross, Pro Vice-Chancellor 
arid Director, Centre for the Advancement ❑1 Learning and Teaching, 
Griffith University; Professor P. F. Rourke, Professor of American Studies, 
Flinders University; Dr. A. D. Spaull. Reader in Education. Monash 
University; Dr. H. E. Starlit:Ha Director, Higher Education Research and 
Advisory Centre, University of Tasmania. 
Anioag the Working Papaw's. terms of reference are• 
TO SkIrefy the {3 %i:ding provisions for staff development in Australian 
Universilies. 
To recommend ways in which 4.X1St114 proviSionS might be improved. 
To recommend on steps that should be taken in individual institutions 
to improve the status ol teaching functions. 
The Working Party has met five times to date and plans to repoel to 
the AVCC t the end of January, 1981. 
The Working Party has invited contributions f r Orr!. staff wishing to 
express personal views on staff development or to relaie personal 
experience of staff development activities, especially those provided by 
higher education units. 
Submissions can be sent to Mrs. a Oliver. 	 Centre for the 
Advancement ol Learning and teaching, Griffith University, Nathan, 4I I L. 
     
  
ENGINE ERING  
  
"Middle-man" for M.M. ... ore research. 
Metal manufactures Ply_ Ltd., of Port Kernbla decided to icy a new 
way of speeding up its reacarch programme this 'rear using the 
combined resources of the Univermily of 1 Nrillongong and the 
company's facilities. 
To do this effectively, Metal Manufactures created a "middle man" 
position by providing a scholarship to fund a full-tiale Master of 
Engineering student. 
Early last year the scholarship, which covers tuition and living 
allowance, was awarded to the University at Newcastle graduate, Mr. Ross 
Fulham whose ultimate aim is to provide MM with a fully automated 
control system for part of the copper wire production plant (the K.C.R. 
Mill). 
-The decision to award the two-year scholarship was made mainly 
because MM recognised the value of involving the University more directly 
with industry in the area,-  Mr. Fulham said. 
-Basically, what is happening is that, using the combined resources of 
my supervisors, Or. ChPiFfl Trot I and Dr. Tony Ng, mysell and the engineers 
from fM M the University is designing a control system using 
microprocesattra. 
"Once operating_ the system is expected to 3114.74`11Ne ]..1TOLILICILiVitY and 
quality of goods manufactured:-  
The work is being done by thp Department of Electrical Engineering 
which was also involved in niru an electronic control system for a 
disabled person's transporter earlier this year. The transporter 
subsequently won an international award for excellence. 
Mr. Fulham said his research was 01.1.11.1.-.VrOCLI with the flow of molten 
copper and ways in which variables (such as temperature at casting point) 
ciruld he more precisely controlled. 
The s1]01.-CSS 4311 hit project would not involve any job losses, despite fears 
of the impact of new technology_ he said. 
believe new technology is perlorming two types of work - it is finding 
riew and more efficient ways ❑l doing jobs and it is leading to the 
development of new products  a fa trrlrnielues WhiE:11 will eventually lead to 
higher living standards,-  Mr. Fulharri said. 
He said that in his view, any unemployment caused overall. WOL.kiii be a 
short term situation 4.ICCUrlOg duriot a period of rapid change_ 
New director for National 
Library. 
Association will assist 
families. 
Mr. Harrison Bryan. former University Librarian at Fisher 
Library, Sydney University, is the new 13irectur-General of the 
National Library of Amatralia. 
Mr Bryan has had a Long and distinguished career as a university 
librarian. He has heron chairman of the Standing Committee of AACOBS 
and President of the Library A_9siorialkon of Australia. 
He will inherit a difficult situation at Ifir. National Lihrary alter the recent 
retirement of Dr. George Chandler. 
Funding for the National Library has been dwindling and resources 
available to support activities at a national level have Ilef.n rr.retail ,v Prilded 
Nonetheles.s_ the university is optimistic ahout implementing the 
Washington Library Network MN) bibliographical system which has 
great prOSileeiS for sharing cataloguing data nationatly. 
Professor Lauohlan Chipman (Philosophy Hepartntent1 is one of 
four New South Wales people to he appointed as patrons of the 
newly formed Australian Family Association. 
The other New South Wales patrons are Sir neck.: Callaghan. Chancellor 
of the university of NewcasIle. Dr. Clair Ishister, consultant paediatriciari 
a nd senior member of the National. Council of Women, and Professor Peter 
Lawrence, Professor of Anthropology at the University of Sydney. 
Professor Chipman said the objects of the Australian Family Association 
included strengthening the institution of marriage_ encouraging the family 
lo take fuller responsibility far its members and discouraging excessive 
dependence on outside support, and identifying the areas of stress and 
disturbance affecting family life. 
He added that he considered it imperative to strengthen the capacity of 
the family to [IWO and adapt to rapid soical change, 
"The family is an important intermediate group between the solitary 
individual and the ever-present State.-  Professor Chipman said. 
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"Liaison service should widen 
Wollongong University's Schools Liaison Review Cumrninee has 
recommended restructuring of the Schools Liaison Service lo publicise the 
University extensively. 
U nder the Review Committee's major recommendations, 
the Schist's Liaison Service would become the Service lor 
Prospective Students and establish a wide-ranging contact 
with prospective students, parents of prospective students, 
high schools and individual school teachers. 
The new service would heavily publicise University courses, admission 
requirements fespecially mature age admissions), student services, costs of 
university education, careers. scholarships, employment prospects and 
academic advice facilities. 
A key innovation in the new service would be the involvement of 
academic advisers in visits in sc hools and other organisations to C01.111Se I 
prospective students, parent groups. and other people seeking information 
from the University. The University also would encourage academic staff 
to establish closer contact with high school leachers working in similar 
disciplines. 
The service would focus on Year 11 and Year 12 students but would also 
be available for Year 10 students, Close contact with schools career 
advisers would be maintained. 
The Review Committee report also recommends the University consider 
using its students Io take part in promotion visits to high schools, 
Parents of prospective students would be invited to parents nights and 
the University will consider publishing an information sheet for parents 
printed in the major community languages_ 
The Review Committee also believes the University's part•Iime 
employment listings, accommodation advice, part-time medical service, 
graduate employment service and chaplaincy service are inadequate and 
are in urgent need of closer integration. 
Review Committee members were: Mr. P. Bales, Superintendent. 
Apprentice and Staff Training, Australian Iron and Steel Pty. Ltd; Mrs. V. Fell, 
Past Country Vice-President. New South Wales Federation of Parents and 
Citizens Associations; Mr. J. Johnstone, Inspector of Schools, Department 
of Education (nominee of the Area Director of Education. South Coast 
Region); Associate Professor N. F. Kennon, Department of Metallurgy, 
Wollongong University; Professor R. B. Leal. Department of European 
Languages. Wollongong University; Dr, 0. Pearson-Kirk. Department of 
Civil Engineering, Wollongong University; Mr. J. Whitehead. President. 
Students' Representative Council, Wollongong University; and MT. B, C. 
Moldrich, Academic Registrar, Wollongong University 1Convenor). 
Submissions were received from fourteen high schools in various parts of 
the South Coast, St. George and Liverpool educational regions and in 
southern New South Wales and agencte'.5 such as the Illawarra County 
Council and the New South Wales Vocational Guidance Bureau. 
Submissions recorded a highly favourable response to the work of the 
Schools Liaison Office, Mr. Moldrich said, 
He said such fun:diens as the University's annual Open Day and 
occasional addresses to parents groups were praised for helping to 
establish a more personal link between the University and potential 
students and their parents. 
The communicalion and cuntaci was seen as being of the utmost 
importance in both the Iliawarra and Liverpool regions where many 
submit students come from families with no previous acquaintance of the 
nature of university education," Mr. Muldrich said. 
University Vice-Chancellor, Professor L.. Michael Birt, is now seeking 
comment on the report from 4.arious organisations such as the Principals' 
Conker-me of the South Coast Region and parents associations. 
The Review Committee was asked to examine the Schools Liaison 
Service's contribution to schools and to the University and to make 
recommendations on development of the service. 
Copies of the report are available from Mr. K. Turnbull, Acting Academic 
R egistrar. 
FRIENDS 
  
     
Iricndp6 
'Friends of The University u1 Wollongong is an indepereleni 
organisation established to assist The University of Wollongong to 
accelerate its contribution to the local and national welfare by: 
If you. or anyone you know, would like information about "Friends of 
The University of Wollongong-', please complete the following and return 
10 Mr. Giles Pickford, Friends of The University of Wollongong. P.O. Box 
1144, Wollongong, NL.S.W. 251111, Telephone (Os42) 2$ 2428. 
Name 
Address 	 
Telephone 
Request for information about "Friends of The University of Wollongong". 
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■making it easy lor a wide cross-section of the community with diverse 
interests to become Friends of The University of Wollongong; 
•enabling the Friends to develop stimulating and valuable inlerreactions 
between the community and the Universily; 
• enabling the Friends to be invotved in defining and implementing 
University projects of potential advantage to the community in general, 
or to specific sections of ii; 
•providing the Friends with regular information ahoul the activities of 
the University including current and new research, and; 
'offering the Friends access to "Uniadvice" - a service of the University 
providing advice, management, monitoring, contracting and sub-
contracting of research and consulting activities_ 
To be a Friend DI the University it is necessary only to be prepared lo 
support during a period of live years the University's activities, or the 
activities of Uniadvice, by service or money to the value 01 $1,000 
(remember that a gift to a university is tax deductible and the use of 
Uniadvice would normally be a business expense and remember, further. 
that you as a Friend will determine how the money is spent). 
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"A most distinguished scientist 
and academic..." 
1 
The staff of the 
Department of Chemistry 
intends to institute an 
annual prize to he called 
the Berl Halpern Memorial 
Prize. !tlemhers of the 
University are invited to 
contribute to a fund for 
the establishment of this 
prize in memory of our 
recently deceased 
colleague. Contributions 
may he made to the 
University Cashier. 
Cheques should he made 
payable to the University 
of Wollongong. Further 
information can be 
obtained front Dr. John 
Fills. Chemistry 
1)epartment. 
ith the death of Professor Bert Halpern on 15 
November the Chemistry Department lost an inspiring 
leader and the University a most distinguished scientist 
and academic. 
In the short spa ceilf ten years Bert lialipern succeeded in building up an 
extremely productive research group which made moilicalil advances in 
biomedical mass spectrometry and its use for the diagnosis 01 inherited 
metabolic diseases. In doing this he earned many high honours, including a 
Fellowship of the Australian Academy of Science, and his list of more titan 
130 scientific papers and other publications attests to the originality. 
ability, and energy which Bert displayed in his research work. 
Bert's academic career began at the Unlversily of Sydney. where he 
gained a Caird Scholarship and the Royal Australian Chemical Institute 
Prize. He graduated as a Bachelor of Science with First Class Honours from 
the UnlverSily of Sydney in 1950. 
He then worked with Monsanto Chemicals as a research chemist for six 
years before gaining a Salters Overseas Scholarship to Imperial College, 
London where he gained his Doctor of Philosophy degree while working 
with Nobel-laureate Professor Sir Derek Barton. 
After a further period with Monsanto Chemicals as Research Manager 
Berl spent on year as a Senior Research Fellow at the Australian National 
University. 
From 1963-1969 Berl worked at Syntex in Mexico arid subsequently at 
the Department of Genetics at Stanford University where he conducted 
research on the porphyrin chemistry SA the lunar samples brought back by 
the Apollo Moon Mission. exobiology al data from the Viking Mars Mission. 
and the program on amino acid analysis for the National Institute of health_ 
In 19711 Berl Halpern lotik up the Foundation Chair ni Chemistry at the 
then University College of the University of New South Wales. Despite the 
scarcity of scientific instrumentation in the department at that time, he 
immediately attracted research students and grant money from the 
A,R.G.C. and subsequently, in ever increasing amounts, from the N.H.M.R.C.. 
Ramaciotti Foundation, and other funding bodies, This large and sustained 
funding support enabled the establishment of the Gas.chromatography} 
mass spectroscopy facility in the Department and the development of a 
host of new analytical techniques based on this instrumentation. 
Bert Halpern was also very active on university committees. In the early 
years he was a member of the Council of the University of New South 
Wales and more recently he was chairman of the Graduate Studies 
Committee and a member of the Standing Committee of Senate. In all 
these activities Bert will be remembered for his dedication, forthright 
approach, and integrity. 
To his wife, Peg, and his son, Terry, we express our deepest sympathy. 
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